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So, every graduate of the university, who has a diploma of a specialist and master's diploma, can
become a graduate student, and the bachelor will have yet a year - another rush, because their
knowledge for admission to graduate school has not yet reached. Although still ahead.
Budget-graduate school
The entrance exams are as follows:
Foreign language (in the overwhelming majority English);
Philosophy;
Subject of the profiling department;
Additional documents upon admission is the recommendation of a graduate with a profiling
department and a pre-prepared essay by the specialty.
You can enter the commercial and budgetary branch, but in any case additional expenses
sometimes simply cannot be avoided.
If a graduate entered the graduate school, he is already called the "applicant" or "graduate student",
and its curriculum is independently, based on the standards that are provided by teachers.
Simply put, anyway, how much, how and where you study, the main thing is to pass the required
exams and reporting work in a timely manner.
The task of graduate student is to learn "without tails", otherwise it will very soon become a former
graduate student and attract the attention of the military registration and enlistment office (for guys).
Opportunity to study in graduate school for free
Very often, upon receipt of the graduate, an excellent student can bring an emotional state, that is,
the so-called "human factor" will play.
For example, everyone knew, but he was confused on the exam, confused, forgot, nervous or did
not prepared poorly.

Such failures are unlikely to help to enroll on the budget department, but the place in graduate

school on a contractual basis is still ensured.
Get upset early, because the benefits may appear during training.
If the pedagogical composition, observing the diligent and exemplary scientific activity of the
applicant, is confident in its competence and qualifications; It can personally apply to the next school
year it has been transferred to the budget department.
Today it is quite real, but you will have to work hard to prove your right to study in graduate school
and save a family budget.
This practice is present in all graduate schools of the Russian Federation, so unsuccessful receipt is
the "first pancake comormed", and the second course can begin with joyful news and free learning.
As experience shows, training is becoming more expensive with each new school year, so it is best
to pay more attention to your knowledge than to introduce your family into serious expenses.

The last year of study at the university is especially indicative, and the performance characteristic
should be only positive.
It seems to be everything, but to learn how to learn in graduate school, and what gives the status of
"candidate of science", it's time to think about admission.
If you have a master's degree or a specialist; Or at the end of the school year you will receive it,
think, and maybe it is worth continuing to study and grow to a candidate of any sciences?
In addition, today the state fully finances science and only contributes to its new discoveries.

